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NOTIFICATION
ADMISSION TO LLM -2023

PROVISIONAL RANK LIST PUBLISHED 
 

    Provisional Rank List of candidates who have appeared in the Computer Based

Entrance Examination for admission to LLM  is  published in the website

www.cee.kerala.gov.in.  Candidates can view the list by clicking the menu item

‘RANK LIST’ in the link ‘LLM-CANDIDATE PORTAL-2023’  available in

the above website.  

      Complaints regarding the Provisional Rank List, if any, may be informed to

this office via e-mail in ceekinfo.cee@kerala.gov.in before 3.00 PM on

10.10.2023. 

    Results of some of the candidates are withheld due to defect in their uploaded

documents in proof of their nationality, photo, signature etc.  Such candidates can

clear the defects by uploading necessary documents through the website of the

Commissioner for Entrance Examinations. 

   The reservation claims of candidates who have not submitted relevant/valid

documents in proof of their claims within stipulated time have been rejected. As

per the provisions laid down in the prospectus, only candidates belonging to

Keralite category are eligible for communal/special or any fee concession. Hence,

the reservation claims of those candidates who have not cleared defect in

Nationality, Nativity as Kerala have also be cancelled. Candidates who have

defects existing in Nationality/Nativity can rectify the defects by uploading valid

documents. However the already cancelled category claim will not be reinstated.
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   A few complaints were received regarding the answer key of Computer Based

Entrance Examination published on 16.09.2023 which were examined and

following changes have been made in the Answer Key.

Question number Answer 
Published

Answer 
Revised

8 B A
78 D B
81 D B
95 D           CANCELLED

127 D  CANCELLED
165 D B
191 A CANCELLED
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